
                  

COVID-19 Vaccine FAQs 
This document was developed by Megan Culler Freeman MD, PhD and Michael Green, MD 
MPH from UPMC Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh Division of Pediatric Infectious Disease, and 
Tim Shope MD, MPH from UPMC Children’s General Academic Pediatrics to provide school, 
out-of-school time, and early childcare staff and personnel with the most up-to-date information 
on COVID-19 vaccine. This document is updated frequently to reflect the current situation.  

If you have any immediate questions or concerns regarding COVID-19 please contact 2-1-1. 
Their staff are trained to assist school, out-of-school time, and early childcare staff with 
navigating COVID-19 in the school setting.  

Have a question about COVID-19 Vaccine that is not on this document and would be 
helpful to schools? Submit your question here to be added to the document. 
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Vaccine Development Basics 
What are the different phases of vaccine development? 

Prior to Phase 1 (see graphic below) there are years of research in scientific labs to understand the virus 

or bacteria that causes the disease, leading to the development of a vaccine, which is one of the reasons 

funding for the National Institutes of Health (NIH) is so important (the government agency that provides 

research grants to scientific investigators throughout the country). While the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine was 

developed in under one year of time, scientific research on other coronaviruses, including creating 

vaccines for SARS-CoV-1 and MERS, helped to lead the way. 
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https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/parents/infographics/journey-of-child-vaccine.html?CDC_AA_refVal=htt

ps%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fparents%2Finfographics%2Fjourney-of-child-vaccine-text.h

tml 

 

Why were the vaccines developed so quickly? 

As far as the accelerated timeline for development, there were a couple of differences about the 

approach to these vaccines that led to increased speed.  

1. Strategies based on decades of basic science and previous successful vaccine candidates against 

other coronaviruses, allowing for a bit of a ‘head start’ when applying those techniques to this 

new virus. 

2. Decreased time between administrative tasks. Any paperwork regarding these vaccines was 

jettisoned to the front of the line. Delays in review of these materials can add years to the 

development process.  
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3. Financing by the government up front, which saved the companies from raising their own funds 

for research, development, and distribution-which is otherwise a significant hurdle.  

4. Uncontrolled community spread in the US, meaning that those who participated in the vaccine 

trial had the ‘opportunity’ to be exposed to the virus, thus testing the effectiveness of the 

vaccine. 

 

Information on Approved Vaccines 
Which companies have vaccines that have passed phase III trials? 

Moderna and Pfizer have SARS-CoV-2 vaccines that have passed these trials in the US. Both vaccines are 

an mRNA platform. There will likely be additional companies that generate effective vaccines that may 

use a different platform.  

 

What is an mRNA vaccine? 

mRNA, or messenger RNA, are the ‘instructions’ that your cells use in order to make proteins of all kinds. 

Delivery of the ‘instructions’ to make the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 can help your body make an 

immune response to that part of the virus. Antibodies to that protein can prevent the virus from 

entering the cells and being able to replicate so it can’t cause disease. It does not alter a person’s DNA. 

  

How do I know they are safe? 

So far, over 70,000 people have been involved in these trials (about half having received placebo and 

half vaccine). No serious adverse events were reported such as hospitalizations. One of the vaccines did 

report that a small percentage of participants reported headache or fatigue. We anticipate additional 

information about minor side effects once the data is made public. 

  

Vaccines and vaccine data are reviewed by independent (not related to the company) data safety 

monitoring boards. They are also reviewed by the FDA. There are strict standards in place for vaccine 

safety and penalties in place for not being forthcoming with data such as those regarding adverse 

events. It is in everyone’s best interest that these vaccines are safe! 

  

After the phase III trial, there is an additional period of monitoring by the FDA (see graphic below) after 

the vaccine starts to have wider distribution. Any adverse events will continue to be reported, so we will 

continue to collect data on this over time. 
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What do the vaccines prevent? 

So far both vaccines have claimed to prevent symptomatic disease and one has made a distinction about 

the prevention of severe disease (requiring hospitalization). We do not yet know the impact on 

asymptomatic infections. 
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Why do we need two doses? 

Often the immune system requires a ‘priming’ exposure and a ‘boosting’ exposure to make an optimal 

immune response. The companies haven’t yet released any data regarding efficacy after one dose, but it 

is likely that the vaccines were more efficacious after two doses.  

  

What are the potential side effects of the vaccine?  How concerned should I be about side effects? 

For the Pfizer vaccine, the most common adverse reactions were injection site reactions, fatigue, 

headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever. Most adverse reactions did not interfere with daily 

activities. Note how many participants who received an injection of saline (the placebo) also reported 

adverse reactions in the trial in the 4th column of the graphic, below. 

 

 

What are the chances of an allergic reaction to the vaccine? 

Just like any vaccine, if a person has a history of allergic reaction to one of the vaccine components, then 

they should not receive the vaccine without discussing with their physician or Allergy specialist. The two 

patients in the UK recently in the news for vaccine allergic reactions had a history of reactions to other 

vaccines. 
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When the vaccine becomes available to the general population, for what ages will it be made available? 

The FDA just voted to approve Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for people age 16 and older. We do 

not yet have information from the Moderna vaccination. 

Once I get vaccinated, can I still get sick with COVID-19? 

The trials have indicated that the vaccine reduces the chances of becoming infected with SARS-CoV-2, 

but a small number of people who get the vaccine will become infected. The vaccines also have shown 

to prevent severe disease, so vaccinated people will be unlikely to need hospitalization for their illness if 

they do become infected. As more people in the population become immune due to the vaccine, there 

will be less circulating virus, so the risk of infection in the community should also decrease-but for this to 

work, we’ll need everyone to pitch in and get the vaccine when they can! 

After people start getting vaccinated, will we still need to wear masks? 

Yes. We will continue to need masks for two reasons. First of all, it is so far unknown if the protection 

that the vaccine provides (which is protection from having symptoms of COVID or severe disease) also 

prevents an exposed person from spreading SARS-CoV-2 to others. That means that even vaccinated 

people should continue to wear masks! Secondly, it is going to take time to vaccinate enough people in 

the community to decrease viral spread, so while vaccination is one tool in our toolbox, we need to 

continue to use our other prevention strategies of masking, distancing, and hand hygiene until we have 

decreased community transmission. And finally, although these vaccines are highly effective (>94% is 

really excellent for a vaccine), it is possible to get COVID even after getting the vaccine in a very small 

number of cases. 

Children and Vaccination 
Can children and pregnant women get the vaccine? 

Neither vaccine has been studied in these populations yet. It is unlikely to be able to be given to these 

groups before the studies are complete. Both vaccines either have initial data or plans to involve 

patients age 12-17 in a trial, so hopefully we will know more about that group soon. The Moderna 

vaccine will begin to study children 12-18 in January and Pittsburgh will be a participating site. 

Interested parents can register their children in our registry at PVTU.org. 

 
What is the timeline on a vaccine for children? 

See above about trials in children. 
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What risks exist for people who have autoimmune disorders? 

In general, people with autoimmune diseases have weakened immune systems due to the autoimmune 

disease and the medications taken to control the disease. They benefit from vaccination to help protect 

them from infections, as they are more susceptible than others to many infections. Depending on the 

type of autoimmune disorder and medication, it is sometimes recommended that they avoid vaccines 

that contain ‘live’ virus. The vaccines for SARS-CoV-2 are NOT live virus vaccines. Specific safety data in 

these populations has not yet been made available by either company. 
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